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Cure of Hepatitis C Virus Infection Without Interferon Alfa:
Scientiﬁc Basis and Current Clinical Evidence
Cure of hepatitis C virus (HCV) infection is achievable without interferon
alfa through the use of new direct-acting antiviral (DAA) drugs. In this
era of interferon alfa–sparing therapy, however, interferon alfa sensitivity
still matters, even as it turns out, if interferon alfa is not used. Inclusion of
ribavirin in the treatment regimen remains a factor in treatment response,
as does duration of treatment. HCV genotype and subtype remain relevant
considerations in choosing a treatment regimen, and viral resistance may
emerge when treatment fails. The potency and barrier to resistance of
new DAAs and the use of appropriately designed interferon alfa–sparing
combinations can overcome obstacles to cure posed by HCV resistance,
interferon alfa resistance, and differences in response based on HCV genotype
and subtype. Studies demonstrating the use of new DAAs to overcome these
obstacles are discussed. This article summarizes a presentation by David L.
Thomas, MD, MPH, at the IAS–USA continuing education program held in
New York, New York, in June 2013.
Keywords: HCV, hepatitis C, treatment, interferon, sparing, interferon alfa–sparing,
direct-acting antivirals, DAAs, genotype, protease inhibitor, NS5A, NS5B, resistance,
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The first hepatitis C virus (HCV)-infected patients were cured in 1984
and 1985, before it was known that
a virus was causing their disease.
In studies at the National Institutes
of Health (NIH), Hoofnagle and colleagues used interferon alfa to treat
individuals with non-A or non-B hepatitis and observed a normalization of
liver enzymes in these individuals.1
After the virus was identiﬁed, it became clear that eradication of HCV
had also been achieved. Since then,
interferon alfa has been the mainstay
in the treatment and cure of HCV infection. Regimens that include interferon alfa have been associated with
marked improvement in important
therapeutic outcomes, including reductions in mortality, liver cancer,
and other serious liver-related events.
However, interferon alfa–based treatments are not always successful and
have been associated with considerable toxicity and morbidity. Now,
a new era of interferon alfa–sparing
HCV treatment has begun, and soon
it will be possible to achieve cure for
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most patients with as little as one pill
once a day.

The Context
There are viral replication foci in approximately 10% to 20% of hepatocytes distributed throughout an HCVinfected liver. Approximately 1 to 50
viruses can be detected at any one
time in a single hepatocyte, but there
are places in the liver with no detectable HCV RNA. Thus, to be effective,
HCV treatment must reach all sites in
the liver that harbor infected hepatocytes. Further, in an HCV-infected liver,
there are approximately 1 trillion viruses produced every day. If an environment becomes inhibitory for one
variant, another will quickly take its
place. To be successful, HCV treatment
must also overcome the genetic and
phenotypic heterogeneity of HCV.
The ongoing host immune response
to the virus sometimes clears infection. When it does not, those patients
with chronic infection seem to have 1
of 2 different states. One state is characterized by inﬂammation and the
upregulation of interferon-stimulated
genes (ISGs). The HCV infections of
persons with this high-ISG state are less
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responsive to exogenous interferon
alfa, and these individuals often have
a haplotype around the genes for the
lambda interferons. In particular, the
commercially available IL28B test to
determine speciﬁc genotype indicates
that individuals with a high-ISG state
HCV infection have what is called the
unfavorable IL28B T allele genotype.
Persons with the other state have low
expression of ISGs, and their HCV infections remain responsive to exogenous
alpha-interferon. They are much more
likely to have different genotypes near
IL28B, and in particular, the favorable
IL28B C allele genotype. Interestingly,
persons in these 2 states of differing
interferon sensitivity and the associated IL28B genotypes continue to have
different susceptibilities to interferonsparing treatments, reﬂecting their intrinsic tendency to eradicate infection.
The context of infection can also be
important when liver tissue is markedly distorted by cirrhosis. Patients with
cirrhosis are harder to treat effectively,
even with new interferon alfa–sparing
regimens, possibly because the distorted tissue inhibits drug penetration or
because of factors such as changes in
portal pressure.

The Tools
Almost all of the major steps in the
HCV life cycle are potential targets for
inhibiting viral replication, including
entry, endosomal release and internal
ribosome entry site (IRES)-dependent
translation, protease cleavages, membranous web formation and lipoprotein
assembly linked to nonstructural protein (NS) 5A (NS5A), and NS5B RNAdependent RNA polymerase (RdRp)
activity. Investigational drugs have
been developed to target nearly all of
these steps but several drugs are further along in development.
Currently, the 3 main groups of
HCV drugs are protease inhibitors (PIs;
ie, telaprevir and boceprevir), NS5Aacting agents, and nucleos(t)ide RdRp
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16 weeks of treatment and in 86% of
those who received 12 weeks of treatment. Among patients with HCV genotype 3 infection, SVR rates were lower
but still reﬂected a beneﬁt with longer
treatment duration: SVR was achieved
in 62% of the 16-week treatment group
and 30% of the 12-week treatment
group. Longer duration of treatment
was also beneﬁcial to patients with
cirrhosis: SVR was achieved in 66% of
the 16-week treatment group and 31%
of the 12-week treatment group.9
In another study, the addition of
the investigational NS5A-acting agent
ledipasvir to a 12-week regimen of sofosbuvir and ribavirin produced SVR
in 100% (9 of 9) of HCV genotype
1–infected patients with prior nonresponse and in 100% (25 of 25) of treatment-naive, HCV genotype 1–infected
patients.10 Sofosbuvir and ledipasvir,
coformulated as a single, once-daily
pill, taken with or without ribavirin for
a 12- or 16-week treatment period is
currently being assessed in phase III
trials.
Early phase studies have evaluated
investigational HCV drugs from 2 different pharmaceutical companies. Although combination forms of these
drugs do not seem destined for FDA
approval anytime soon, there is some
preliminary evidence that the treatments are effective. FDA approval of
some of these individual drugs may offer clinicians the possibility of devising
interferon alfa–sparing regimens in
the very near future and prior to FDA
approval of combination regimens.
For instance, simeprevir was recently approved by the FDA for use in
combination with ribavirin and interferon alfa in HCV genotype 1–infected
patients with compensated liver disease, including cirrhosis. And an early
phase study has shown that the investigational combination of the PI
simeprevir and the nucleotide inhibitor
sofosbuvir, with or without ribavirin,
produced SVR in more than 90% of
HCV genotype 1–infected patients
with prior nonresponse.11 Similarly,
the combination of the investigational
NS5A-acting agent daclatasvir and the
nucleotide inhibitor sofosbuvir, with
or without the addition of ribavirin,
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Figure 4. Sustained virologic response (SVR) rates, by treatment group, in a trial evaluating the use of the ritonavir-boosted (/r) investigational
protease inhibitor ABT-450, the investigational nonstructural protein (NS) 5A (NS5A) inhibitor ABT-267, the investigational nonnucleoside NS5B
inhibitor ABT-333, and ribavirin in 438 hepatitis C virus (HCV)-infected, treatment-naive patients and in 133 HCV-infected patients with prior
nonresponse to interferon alfa. SVR12 indicates SVR 12 weeks after cessation of treatment; SVR24, SVR 24 weeks after cessation of treatment.
Adapted with permission from Kowdley et al.6

produced an SVR rate of nearly 100%
in a study of 41 patients whose prior
treatment with telaprevir, boceprevir,
and interferon alfa plus ribavirin had
failed.12

Conclusion
Interferon alfa–sparing treatment for
HCV infection is coming. Presently,
many practitioners are faced with the
decision of whether to treat their patients with currently available drugs or
to wait until new drugs are available.
As availability of the newer options
approaches, many practitioners are
choosing to wait or are enrolling their
patients in clinical trials that evaluate
new treatments.
With the recent approval by the FDA
of sofosbuvir in combination with ribavirin for patients with HCV genotype
2 or 3 infection and in triple therapy
with interferon alfa and ribavirin for
treatment-naive patients with HCV
genotype 1 or 4 infection, waiting to
begin treatment may no longer be
necessary for some patients. The recent FDA approval of simeprevir to
be used with peginterferon alfa and
ribavirin for patients with HCV genotype 1 infection also makes possible
the use of sofosbuvir in combination
with simeprevir, but this combination
is investigational and not approved by

the FDA at this time. The combination
was effective for some patients in the
COSMOS (Combination of Simeprevir
and Sofosbuvir in HCV Genotype 1
Infected Patients) study.11 In 2014, approvals of additional medications,
including interferon alfa–sparing combination regimens for HCV genotype 1,
are likely.
More data are needed to determine
the best ways to use new treatments for
HIV/HCV-coinfected patients and other
special populations. Substantial drugdrug interactions between sofosbuvir
and most antiretroviral drugs have
not been observed, and sofosbuvir and
ribavirin regimens are already being
studied in HIV/HCV-coinfected patients.
Interferon alfa may still be used to
treat HCV infection for the foreseeable
future in settings where new treatments may initially be too expensive.
However, the widespread use of interferon alfa–sparing treatment options
for all HCV-infected patients, whether
in resource-rich or resource-poor locales,
can be envisioned.
Presented by Dr Thomas in June 2013. First
draft prepared from transcripts by Matthew
Stenger. Reviewed and edited by Dr Thomas
in December 2013.
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Recommendations for Testing, Managing, and
Treating Hepatitis C
Recommendations for Testing, Managing, and Treating Hepatitis C is a
new web-based resource sponsored by the American Association for the
Study of Liver Diseases (AASLD) and the Infectious Diseases Society of
America (IDSA) in collaboration with the International Antiviral Society–
USA (IAS–USA) to provide the most current guidance for the treatment
of hepatitis C virus (HCV).

Provides practitioners
with regularly updated,
evidence-based, consensus recommendations for
screening, treating, and
managing patients with
HCV.
Assists practitioners in
treating the estimated 3
to 4 million Americans
infected with HCV by highlighting the latest information in improved diagnostics and new drug options
as they meet FDA approval.
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with or without ribavirin in hepatitis C virus GT1 null responders [Abstract 155LB].
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failed telaprevir (TVR) or boceprevir (BOC).
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2013; Amsterdam, The Netherlands.

Offers guidance to practitioners about how to best
use the next generation of
direct-acting antivirals and
other treatment options in
the care of their patients.
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HCV Testing and Linkage To Care
Recommendations for Initial Treatment of HCV Infection in
Patients Starting Treatment
Retreatment in Persons In Whom Prior Therapy Has Failed
Unique Patient Populations

Coming soon:
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Who Should Be Treated
Monitoring Patients on HCV Therapy
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